A serf-excited cavitating jet assembly is examined for possible use as an underwater noise generator. The principles of the system are based on matching the natural frequency of a submerged jet with that of a resonant chamber through a feedback mechanism. The case of an organ pipe resonant feed tube is thoroughly investigated• In this case, feedback is obtained by shaping the nozzle in order to optimize its interaction with instabilities in the shear layer of the jet. The performance of the noise generator is evaluated and its characteri.•tics analyzed, including the influence of the pressure drop across the nozzle, the cavitation number, and the organ pipe length. It is observed that the efficiency of STRATOJETs (self-resonating cavitating jets) is more than two orders of magnitude higher than that of a conventional cavitating jet. The knowledge developed in this study allows for selection of the amplitude and frequency of the emitted noise by proper dimensioning of the assembly and correct choice of the functioning conditions.
namely; loss of performance, erosion, and noise. The usual procedure to prevent these deleterious effects is to avoid the phenomenon by proper design and by limiting the operating conditions. However, attempts to induce and harness cavitation for useful purposes have been increasingly successful. Ultrasonic cavitation methods take advantage of the erosive power of cavitation for cleaning, emulsification, and mixing. ] In high-pressure jets, eavitation is purposely induced in order to increase their drilling, cutting, and cleaning capabilities.2 The noise associated with cavitation is being studied as a means of sensing when it becomes destructive and, hence Noise from submerged cavitating jets has been extensively studied. The early study ofJorgensen 4 covered most of the ground to be investigated and remains highly relevant to any study of cavitating jets. More recent studies such as those conducted by Arndt and George, 5 Arndt et al., 6 and Franklin and McMillan 7 explain and complement some of Jorgensen's observations. Jorgensen studied the intensity and frequency content of the noise generated by a submerged jet, investigating the scaling effect associated with nozzle size, and the influence of the cavitation number. The acoustic energy upstream was found, for all cases investigated, to peak at a preferred normalized frequency or Strouhal number $s based on the jet's diameter d, mean velocity V, and frequeneyfi Sd =fd/V.
(1) The value Of Sd was found to be strongly dependent on the 
I. THE SELF-OSCILLATING NOISE GENERATOR JET
Johnson n .recognized the potential of such a phenomena for submerged water jets and useful jets having very high amplitude; self-excited oscillations were developed at Tracor Hydronantics. The motive for developing these jets was to enhance the erosivity of the jet when impacted on a material to be cut, drilled, or cleaned. The excitation is obtained hydroacousticaily and structures the shear layer of the jet into discrete, well-defined ring vortices when the excitation frequencyf matches the jet's preferred value. This can be obtained by la} feeding the final jet forming nozzle with various types of acoustic chambers Ifor example, Helmholtz chambers or organ-pipe tubes} tuned to resonate at the desired frequency, and lb} shaping the nozzle so as to feed back the noise generation. In the work reported here we will restrict ourselves to the ORGAN-PIPE system. 
II. PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION OF AN ORGAN-PIPE

A. Pistonlike noise generator
If we consider the nozzle-orifice area as a pistonlike noise radiator, the acoustical pressurep' generated at a disrance r from the radiator would be given by p' = pcv'K d 2/8r,
when the wavelength is small compared to the piston diameter (Kinsler and Frey•n). In Eq. (7) 
and AP =pV2/2,
we can write
where the jet acoustical pressure coefficient a is given by a = (rr/2)S,(v'/V). emitted from the nozzle at a preferred frequency. In these self-excited jets, cavities are therefore ring-bubble shaped (see Fig. 5} , undergoing a vortical motion whose intensity is quantified by the circulation F around a section of the ring vortex. The circulation is proportional to the product where A is the wavelength of the oscillations in the self-oscillating jet.
We have recently derived the dynamical equations of an isolated vortex bubble ring exposed to an ambient pressure variation P•o (t} (Chahine and Genoux}, 13 and solved these equations numerically to determine the growth and collapse of such cavities. A realistic assumption of that study, corroborated by experimental observations, is that the initial radius of a section of the torus ao is much smaller than the overall radius of the torus Ro ( Acav is also increased by the fact that several rings could coexist and generate noise simultaneously.
III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
A small test cell was used for preliminary evaluations of the resonance characteristics of the noise generator and to ensure that the designed nozzle was feeding back large flow oscillations in the pipe. The test chamber was a dear acrylic cylinder with aluminum end plates, and an inside diameter of 28 cm I11 in.). A small positive displacement pump served ß to pressurize the test cell up to 1.1 MPa 060 psi). A centrifugal pump took suction directly from the test cell and discharged through a flexible hose into a plenum feeding the STRATOJET assembly. The flow through the pump, up to 4.5 l/s (65 gpm), was regulated by a discharge valve to effect the desired nozzle pressure drop, up to 0.5 MPa (75 psi). Very good visualization of the jet structure was afforded by this facility, as well as a good characterization of the pressure oscillations in the organ pipe tube. However, no reliable 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The acoustic pressurep•, detected by a hydrophone located at a field point M (r,0) (see Fig. 7 ) is, for a given nozzle geometry, a function of several geometrical and flow characteristics. This can be written, by considering only the pre- Based on the analysis above dealing with the principle of operation of the STRATOJET, this can be explained by the fact that these cavitation events occurred at a rate corresponding to the "preferred" frequency of the jet structuring and thus at a frequency matching the organ pipe natural frequency. Since the amplitude of the forcing function corresponding to these bursts was much higher than that of the noneavitating ease, the organpipe response and the noise generated by the STRATOJET were much higher. Only case (b) was at a relatively higher values ofS a. Since the Reynolds and Mach number ranges were about the same between (a) and (b), the differences could be related to this change in the Strouhal number. Conversely, the differences between (a) and (c) seem to be related to Reynolds number effects and were probably also caused by variations in geometric scaling. The main difference was in the contraction ratios for the two nozzles.
As seen in Fig. 13 , the scatter in the data of the acoustical oscillations taken in the pipe were much less than that for the hydrophone. This seems to indicate that factors other than those taken into consideration here (wave propagation between the jet and the hydrophone, bubble interference, and interaction...) were present, which influenced the STRATOJET performance. The different branches of the (Fig. 15) and the amplitude of the fundamental frequency of the noise (Fig. 16) These values for conventional cavitatingjets, even if an order of magnitude higher than noncavitating jets, were two to three orders of .magnitude lower than the efficiency of the STRATOJET used in these initial experiments. In terms of decibels, the 1-cm-diam nozzle, working at a pressure drop of 0.35 MPa (52 psi), generated about 176 dB re: 1/•Pa at a distance of I m. This value can be increased by increasing nozzle diameter, pressure across the nozzle, and by improving the nozzle efficiency with better design. Limitation on this increase would, however, come from sealing effects and practical limitations on geometrical size and pump power.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have described in this paper a self-resonating cavitating jet, known as a "STRATOJET," which is capable of organizing into large coherent structures without the use of any external mechanical means or energy source. This system utilizes an interaction between the jet shear layer and a properly shaped nozzle orifice. This interaction (a) causes a feedback of the natural oscillations of the submerged jet to an organ pipe (the nozzle feed tube}, and (b) amplifies these oscillations. Tuning the organ-pipe resonance frequency to the "preferred" frequency of the submerged jet turbulence and correctly shaping the nozzle orifice are the main features in the design of a good self-oscillator. Measurements conducted in a test cell as well as in the deep well of a ship model basin have shown that the preliminary system which has been developed was an excellent noise generator. The efficiency of this jet was at least two orders of magnitude higher than a conventional eavitating jet but without the self-excitation features described herein. One of the two nozzles tested (1 cm diam) was capable of generating 176 dB re: l/zPa at a distance of 1 m from the nozzle. The emitted signal decreased with the distance r proportionally to d/r. It was shown that a very discrete frequency can be obtained with the system. This frequency can be controlled by changing the STRATOSET geometry. Higher acoustic pressure can be obtained in the future by changing the nozzle geometry, operating conditions, and by optimizing the system. Recent tests, not described in this paper, have also shown that the generated signal could be easily modulated with relatively high frequency (more than half the main frequency for these recent tests).
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